
  

 

Should LA Pay for Bay Bridge?  
 
 
On a number of occasions I have written about the need for California to get its fair share of 
funding from Washington. It is estimated that we receive only 77 cents for every tax dollar 
we send to DC. 
 
Our Congressional delegation is beginning to get it. Todayâ€™s Los Angeles Times 
editorialized on it. We have worked hard through initiatives such as Mobility 21 to promote 
it. Great work has been done by Congressmembers Lucille Roybal-Allard and David Dreier 
to unite over transportation priorities. And our area now has members in influential places, 
like Dreier and Jerry Lewis. The message is getting through. 
 
But there is another grab in the offing, this one from Sacramento. We in LA--indeed, all of 
Southern California--must fight it hard and now. The fight is about how the costs of 
overruns and design changes on the Bay Bridge will be borne.  
 
The 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake damaged the bridge; there's no question about that. The 
15-year long effort to replace the bridge has been fraught with politics and personal 
agendas. From changes in the legislature to administrations, everyone has their own idea 
about what should be done and how it should be designed. And while all of this time has 
passed, costs have increased--and will continue to do so until an agreement is reached. 
 
The legislators and local officials from the Bay Area want a bridge that meets their 
transportation needs. But they also want a beautiful landmark structure. We appreciate the 
desire for a bridge that compliments the beauty of that part of our state. But the question is, 
who pays? 
 
If the past is any prediction of the future, the enormous influence the Bay Area delegation 
exercises in Sacramento will result in all of us paying the bill. And that would be wrong. 
 
It is not wrong for this to be an important state priority. But it would not be fair to the other 
regions to have all of us pay for the continuing overruns and architectural enhancements. 
 
What are we talking about? The state legislative analyst estimates that newly projected 
overruns and design changes could add $3.2 billion in costs. If split on a per capita formula 
basis, the following amounts of money would be taken from transportation funds in the 
following Southern California counties to help cover some of the Bay Bridge overruns: 
 

 
For a county on life support to keep trauma centers from closing and to fix roads after the 
recent storms, $50-90 million is a lot of money! 
 
That translates to many priority transportation projects that will go wanting if we allow this 
to happen. If that doesnâ€™t unite the often-divided Southern California region to work 
together, nothing will. 
 
We must insist that this problem be solved, not on the backs of the entire state, but at some 
level of proportion that recognizes it as both a state asset and a regional project. It should 
have a base level of funding, augmented by local funds to enhance design or to meet 
specific local needs. 
 
We must make sure that our local delegation understands the importance of these 
transportation dollars to us and that they fight for us on this important issue. 
 
And thatâ€™s The Business Perspective.  
 
The Business Perspective is a weekly award-winning opinion piece created to provide a 
thought-provoking analysis on current issues.

Los Angeles $50-90 million
Orange $15-28 million
Riverside $11-20 million
San Bernardino $14-26 million
San Diego $16-30 million
Ventura $5-9 million


